
BEACH SAFETY SYSTEM

The Beach Safety System allows automated visitor assessments at configurable time steps, 
remote alarm activation and improved situational awareness.

Combining Spectur’s camera platform with Unleash live’s BeachAI analysis, beach authorities 
can access data in real-time, providing consistent attendee counts, peak presence times and 
progression over the week. Spectur cameras are entirely stand alone, powered by the sun 
with batteries and connected to the internet via 4G.

The system can also be fitted with remotely activated alarms, a two-way communications 
system and additional AI such as flag analysis, nearshore wave assessment and more

Baseline Data
Real-time data with consistent beachgoer 
count, peak presence on the beach and 
weekly statistics, without labour costs

Autonomous Cameras 
Eyes, ears, a voice and an optional digital 
sign board, without needing wires or 
cables.

Predictive Analysis
establish trends, peaks, and troughs of visitors 
over time to build resourcing models based on 
real historical data.

Warn of hazards
Autonomously or remotely issue spoken 
loudspeaker and lighting based warnings of 
hazards, any time of the day or night.

BENEFITS
Make better evidence based decisions. Have lifeguards in the right place at the right time. Respond to evolving community 
needs.

The Surf Life Saving NSW 2020 Coastal Safety Report highlighted a tragic increase in coastal and ocean drowning deaths with 
49 lives lost in NSW; this represents a 14 percent increase on last year’s figure and is above the 16-year average of 42.

Authorities responsible for coastal safety need to make risk-based decisions on the allocation of scarce resources. It is not 
possible to patrol all beaches every day but traditional approaches may not keep pace with growing populations and changing 
coastal usage patterns. This means that:

● Some areas remain without monitoring, warning, the ability to raise an alarm or provide a first response
● Decisions around allocation of finite resources are based on anecdotal or otherwise inaccurate data.

Automated remote smart beach 
management

CHALLENGES
Beaches are inherently dangerous and you can’t be everywhere

SOLUTION
Automating Beach Safety



Available for a fraction of the cost of traditional solutions and online 24/7

We offer multiple flexible options to engage with us commercially, regardless of the size of the project: 

Get in touch with us at getstarted@unleashlive.com or at https://spectur.com.au/emergency-warning-safety-systems/ 

to find out more, get a free trial or set up your proof of concept.  

FEATURES

CASE STUDY: SMART BEACHES, 
AUSTRALIA

Automated smart beach management

Unleash Live Beach Safety A.I. 

This A.I model is used to provide accurate information on the attendance of people at 
beaches. Accurate and reliable crowd counts free up lifeguards to focus on the water. 
They also allow for better long-term planning and decision-making.

Spectur Safety, Warning and Communication Camera Platforms

Spectur platforms can be installed within an hour, are fully wireless, powered by the sun 
and connected to 4G.  All can be controlled from a single app or web portal.  They have 
cameras, speakers, lights, connectivity and more, all supported by a friendly, local team 
able to modify and customised to suit your needs.

Challenges
The collection and recording of beach 
usage information is a time-consuming 
and imprecise task for professional 
lifeguards. Data is only available during 
patrol hours. Remote beaches pose 
considerable risk for councils due to 
the lack of monitoring 

Solution
Unleash live created secure live 
streams from Spectur platforms and 
ingested them into the Unleash live 
platform, where the Beach Safety 
A.I. ran at 30 minute intervals to 
calculate the attendance of each 
beach.

Results 
In addition to providing eyes and 
warnings 24/7, lifeguards and beach 
stakeholders are now able to 
access a consistent people count, 
peak presence on the beach and 
progression over the week.

Solution Brief

“Technology enables the industry to re-think how we monitor and evaluate beach 
safety. Systems such as this are a step-change in our capability that will lead to 
safer, better supported beaches for us all.” 

Tony Blunden Special Project Officer - Smart Beaches


